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The ultimate reporting tool that puts better understanding, more effective decision-making
and demonstrable compliance within your reach.

Business Challenge
Progressive businesses responding to an evolved receivables
environment rely on informed decisions, profitable compliance
and efficient performance to remain competitive. That means truly
understanding the entire revenue picture: Your customers demand
it, your service reps require it and your bottom line relies on it.
But traditional reporting practices can take an inordinate amount of
time, and are often fraught with human error. Your business needs
a solution that helps inform your business strategies while reducing
hours spent creating reports, and enabling more agile maneuvering
according to demands of your executive board, clients or others. Get
the information you need, now.
Solution Overview
Ontario Reports™ is a fully-featured SQL reporting tool that
integrates seamlessly with existing Ontario Systems core products.
Its intuitive user interface provides drag-and-drop filters, sorting,
groups and summaries, and gives you the option to group objects
and build interactive dashboards for report generation and
distribution.

Critical Differentiators
Ontario Reports™ is a lower-cost solution than more traditional
reporting systems, which often cost thousands of dollars for similar
feature parity. We enable you to expose dashboard elements, and
schedule and distribute accordingly without expensive add-on
modules or software packages. In addition, Ontario Reports™
provides visual tools that make it easy to present and digest
information more efficiently.
The solutions enables:
• Fewer dollars and hours spent on robust reporting
• Better performance and decision-making
• More-informed executives and board members
• Conversion of existing reports to highly-visual 		
		presentation
• Web-based report viewing
Get in touch today, and we’ll show you how Ontario Reports™ will
make a difference tomorrow!

The software gives you the capability to:
• Provide business statistics, including account rep call
		 metrics and worked contacts
• Analyze inbound calls and agent call statistics
• Track account rep payments and promises
• Generate dialer reports and listings
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